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POWERFUL CONSULTING TEAMS

WINNING VALUE PROPOSITION

A PROVEN MODEL

PennPAC enables nonprofits to receive an outside perspective, access skill 
sets that may not exist within their organizations, complete strategic projects 
beyond day-to-day operations and/or relieve strain on internal resources.  
PennPAC enables alumni to apply their talents and skills in a meaningful 
way, gain new skills while supporting deserving organizations and meet and 
network with other Penn alumni of all ages and backgrounds.

PennPAC leverages the breadth of expertise of University of Pennsylvania 
alumni to provide pro bono strategic consulting services to nonprofits in 
New York City, Philadelphia and Silicon Valley.   PennPAC capitalizes on  
the intellectual talents and professional skills of graduates with diverse
backgrounds assembling them into well-balanced, complementary project
teams  poised to tackle nonprofits’ business challenges via short-term,          
well-defined  projects  with  tangible  deliverables.

While PennPAC volunteers are alumni of the University of Pennsylvania, 
PennPAC, Inc. is a separately incorporated 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, 
not affiliated with or controlled in any way by the University of Pennsylvania.

“We saw a 44% year over year increase in December funds raised following 
our annual Thanksgiving appeal designed by PennPAC.”

Bed-Stuy Campaign Against Hunger

“Due to our PennPAC engagement, our revenue for the following fiscal year 
increased by 31% and we have been able to hire additional sta�.” 

Learning About Multimedia Project

“The expert team of PennPAC gave us a tremendous boost of confidence 
that yanked us out of the worst financial year ever, and energized our annual 
appeal campaign to bring us a 50% increase over the past year.”

Children’s Orchestra Society

“It is the single best consulting experience I've had, from clarity of project goals, follow through, and          
gathering of good data and feedback. The results included new ideas and concrete steps that could be taken 
in short order.  The PennPAC team provided expertise that we don't have on sta� and couldn't a�ord in the 
normal course of our business. Thank you, PennPAC.”

Erika Floreska, Executive Director, Bloomingdale School of Music

400+ 
volunteers

$60,000+ 
average value per project

15,000+ 
hours of service to
NYC & Philly nonprofits

$3 million 
of pro bono consulting 
delivered

PennPAC is a 
501(c)(3) which 

helps solve nonprofits’ 
business challenges 

that may otherwise go 
unaddressed due to time, 

financial, staffing and 
other resource constraints.  
The work of our volunteers 
improves the efficiency of 

nonprofits and increases 
the impact on the lives 

they support and 
enrich.  


